
Loud & Clear, Every Word

Sound Cube
Speakerphone for Conference



Sound Cube Speakerphone 
Hikvision

Connect and collaborate easily with Hikvision’s Sound Cube speakerphone for remote 

conferencing and enjoy natural, clear sound all around. Whether you are meeting at the office, 

a hotel room, or anywhere else, the Sound Cube brings your far-away team members close, 

anywhere in the world. This great speakerphone features an optimized stereo experience with 

true, immersive sound across any location. Everyone’s voice and ideas are important – now, they 

can be heard clearly and completely. 

Keep reading to learn more about Hikvision’s exciting new Sound Cube for conferencing…

360° voice 
pick-up & play

Wired & wireless 
connections

Noise & echo
reduction

Compatible with most 
mainstream software

8-microphone 
omnidirectional array



Wired model: S1V

Wireless model: S1



Clear audio and 
stable sound all around

Immersive 360° sound keeps 
the conversations flowing

Are online meetings a regular part of your office? Do you have 

trouble hearing one another with those underpowered laptop 

speakers? When more than one person speaks, is it impossible 

to hear anything clearly? Online and remote conferences are 

regular parts of the workday for most professionals, so why use 

sound equipment that makes these important meetings useless? 

'Sorry, I can't hear you'

Hikvision’s Sound Cube changes all that.

The Sound Cube empowers communication and 

collaboration with up to 16 in-room participants 

and even more connecting remotely. 

With 8 omnidirectional microphones, the 

360-degree sound pick-up allows attendees to 

be included from every angle with no need to 

huddle round while speaking. And, those out of 

the office stay in sync with clear audio through 

a surround sound speaker – they sound like they 

are in the same room.

With a sleek design and minimalist aesthetics, 

the Sound Cube fits perfectly in your office, in the 

conference room, and anywhere you need it.

up to 16
in-room participants

8 m 

sound amplification

25 m2

coverage

8 -mic 

omnidirectional array

5 m
pick-up range

Upward microphones

Surround sound speaker

* Participants don’t need to huddle round the speakerphone while speaking and listening. 



Keep everyone intimately involved
Ambient noise and reverberations get filtered out

Thanks to AI-enabled noise reduction, the 

clarity of human voices can be preserved even 

in challenging environments. Participants can be 

intimately involved when reverb and background 

noises – like air conditioning humming, keyboard 

tapping, and more – are intelligently filtered out.

AI noise reduction

Air conditioning 
humming   

Keyboard 
tapping

Knocking on 
the table

Echo suppression & 
Anti-reverberation
Echo suppression decreases audio feedback,  ensuring 

the speaker’s true voice picked up. 

Anti-reverberation helps the speakerphone to get human 

sound more directly, and diminish the sound artifacts due 

to reverberation caused by hard surfaces such as walls, 

ceilings, or conference room tables. 

An intelligent algorithm identifies transient 

noises and filter them out. 

Transient noise reduction

*Transient noise includes sounds of tapping on a table or 
keyboard, etc. Steady noise includes air conditioning hum and 
other ambient noises.

Steady noise reduction 

Audio feedbackHowling sound 



Intuitive and easy to answer and adjust or mute volume 

Flexible connectivity options for smart devices and PCs

Hikvision Sound Cube makes it easy to adjust  the volume up or down as needed, delivering crystal clear sound even at 

max volume level. Complex technical difficulties can ruin an otherwise simple and productive meeting. With the Sound 

Cube, a simple tap on the button quickly accesses meetings or ends calls instantly and seamlessly with an intuitive 

interface, making conferencing more productive and less stressful. 

Hikvision’s Sound Cube easily connects 

to laptops, desktops, and Bluetooth-

enabled smartphones or tablets. A 

simple plug and play setup gets your 

meetings started in seconds.

Volume down   Volume up   Answer call / End call           Mute button

Wired model: S1V Wireless model: S1

Wireless USB 
adapter

Bluetooth USB cable

Get connected, quickly and easily

Designed for everything you need to do

(S1)
(S1) (S1/S1V)



YoutubeZOOM

Webex

Skype

Facebook

Tencent Meeting

WeChat

DingTalk

Compatible with most mainstream operating systems and software

The Sound Cube ensures high-quality audio and conferencing experience, integrating 

with most leading video conferencing platforms. 

A big step up for your current setup



Portable, compact and lightweight for 
easy travel

Compact and lightweight, the Sound Cube can be stowed in a 

protective travel case. Stay connected on the go, too, with 10 

hours of battery life on a single charge.

3800 mAh
rechargeable battery

10h
talk time

Pack up and go 
anytime, anywhere

Portable with the travel case



Application scenarios

Remote Conferencing Online Education SOHO

Audio
8-microphone array

Built-in high fidelity speaker

Smart functions

AI noise reduction

Echo suppression 

Anti-reverberation

Ease of use
Mic mute / volume up / volume down

Answer & end call 

Flexible Connections

Wired connection 
(USB cable)

Wireless connection
(Bluetooth & USB adapter)

Accessories Portable to go
Travel case × 1
USB cable (2 m) × 1

Travel case × 1
USB cable (2 m) × 1
USB adapter × 1 
Power adapter × 1

DS-UAC-S1 Wireess modelDS-UAC-S1V Wired model

Product showcase
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